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 “VICTORY: 

MAY 1944 - MAY 1945” 

A "Green One" -- The Corvette, HMCS Barrie, in 1945. 
A fine study of a corvette in a heavy sea, HMCS Barrie ships a "green one" in 1945. The veteran Barrie, commissioned in May 1941, served throughout the war and was 
later sold to the Argentine Navy and broken up in 1972. (Courtesy, National Archives of Canada, PA 115357) 

 



The fifth wartime spring: The Atlantic secured 

By May 1944 it was clear that the Allies were triumphant on the oceans. If Allied warships made contact with German submarines, there were enough 

escorts to detach ships for “hunts to the death” and the statistics were impressive – 50 U-boats were sunk between January and May 1944 while the 

Allies lost only 25 escorted merchant ships in all waters. Convoy after convoy crossed to Britain carrying troops, weapons, vehicles, fuel and supplies 

to complete the build up in Britain of the invasion forces. To some senior Canadian naval officers, the Battle of the Atlantic appeared to have been won 

and they looked forward to moving beyond the necessary, but not very glorious, task of ASW into more exciting naval operations. 

One of the major responsibilities of the Allied navies in 1944 was the planned invasion of Normandy. The naval side of this massive undertaking, 

codenamed Operation NEPTUNE, required hundreds of warships, large and small, and the RCN was tasked to provide a considerable number of all 

types. There would be two Canadian flotillas of fast attack craft -(Motor Torpedo Boats) serving in the Channel to fight off their counterparts, the 

German E-Boats. Two of the “Prince” ships, Prince David and Prince Henry, formerly armed merchant cruisers, had been converted to landing ships 

for amphibious operations and would carry 16 landing craft to take troops into the assault beaches. There would also be three independent flotillas of 

Canadian landing craft on hand to carry 4,600 troops, and their way into the beaches would be cleared by an RCN minesweeping flotilla of 16 Bangor 

minesweepers hastily reconverted to their original role from their service as escorts. Finally, 39 Canadian ASW vessels – -destroyers, frigates and 

corvettes – would ensure the safe and timely arrival of 

shipping from British ports to the invasion area. 

 These vessels would be supported by larger war-

ships. Four Tribal Class destroyers (Athabaskan, Haida, 

Huron and Iroquois) were now in commission and these 

big, powerful and fast vessels had already participated 

in a number of actions in the English Channel. Late in 

the spring of 1944, they were joined by two new fleet 

destroyers transferred from the RN, HMC Ships Algon-

quin and Sioux, and were stationed in the Channel to 

prevent German surface ships interfering with the inva-

sion forces. Two escort carriers, manned by Canadians 

but commissioned as HM Ships Nabob and Puncher, 

had also been acquired and discussions were under way 

for the transfer of a light fleet carrier. Finally, Britain 

had agreed to turn over two light cruisers to the RCN. 

The plan was that these large warships would serve as 

the basis of the postwar Canadian navy, giving Canada, 

for the first time in its history, a proper fleet.  

 

The Escort Carrier -- HMS Puncher 
The introduction of escort carriers into the Battle of the Atlantic in 1943 was crucial to Allied victory and "hunter killer" 
groups based on small escort carriers such as HMS Puncher shown here, carried the war to the enemy. Puncher was 
manned by Canadians but commissioned as a British ship because she was a Lend-Lease vessel and Canada did not accept 
materiel through this programme. Laid down as a merchant ship, Puncher was commissioned and was a Canadian ship 
in all but name. Puncher displaced 14,170 tons, was 492 feet in length and 69 in beam, had a top speed of 18 knots, 
carried a complement of 1,000 and about 20 aircraft, and was armed with two 5-inch guns, sixteen 40 mm guns and 
twenty 20 mm guns. (Author's collection) 

 



Triumph of seapower: Operation NEPTUNE, June–August 1944  

Triumph of Seapower: Operation NEPTUNE, 6 June 1944 
Canadian landing craft proceed to France protected overhead by mobile barrage balloons. NEPTUNE, the naval component of Operation OVERLORD or the invasion of Normandy, was the 
largest naval operation in history involving hundreds of ships, many of them Canadian. (Photograph by G.A. Milne, courtesy National Archives of Canada, PA 116339) 



Admiral Karl Dönitz, of course, was less concerned with Canadian naval aspirations than with defeating the forth-

coming invasion. He had hoped to employ the first Type XXI and XXIII boats in the summer of 1944 but technical 

delays had frustrated the construction of these new craft and he was forced to carry on with his increasingly obso-

lescent Type VII and Type IX boats. The major weaknesses of these craft was their slow submerged speed and 

their requirement to surface at frequent intervals to recharge the batteries that powered their electric motors, which 

made them vulnerable to radar mounted on Allied aircraft and warships. Late in 1943, however, German naval 

engineers introduced a device which made these older submarines much more difficult for Allied warships to find 

and kill. 

This was the Schnorckel or snorkel (literally “snorter”). Originally conceived by the Dutch navy, it was a breath-

ing tube that permitted a submarine to operate its diesel engines while submerged. The snorkel consisted of two 

tubes, an intake tube that drew fresh air into the submarine and an exhaust tube that expelled gases from it. U-boats 

equipped with the snorkel could come to periscope depth and recharge their batteries, extending their underwater 

range, without exposing themselves to Allied radar. At the same time the Kriegsmarine produced radar detectors 

which could be mounted on the snorkel, warning a submarine commander if Allied sea or air units were present 

before he employed the device or attempted to surface. There were many problems with the snorkel, it was difficult 

to use and interfered with the operation of a U-boat’s periscope and hydrophones, and it could only be operated in 

LEFT:  HMCS Haida Picks Up Survivors from U-971, 24 June 
1944 
A series of successful surface actions in 1944 made the Tribal Class 
destroyer, HMCS Haida, one of the most famous ships in the RCN. Her 
string of victories continued after D-Day when, in accompaniment 
with HMS Eskimo, she encountered U-971 and drove it to the surface 
with repeated depth charge attacks. The U-boat crew abandoned 
their sinking boat and swam to Haida, as shown here in this 
photograph probably taken from Eskimo. All but one of U-971's crew 
was saved. HMCS Haida, the last surviving Tribal Class destroyer, is 
now a museum ship in Hamilton, Ontario. (Courtesy, HMCS Cornwallis 
Museum) 

ABOVE: The Snorkel 
The snorkel, a Dutch invention taken over by the U-boat arm 

in late 1943, was a breathing device that permitted a submarine 

to operate its diesel engines while submerged. It consisted of two 
tubes, an intake tube that drew fresh air into the boat and an 
exhaust tube that expelled gases from it. U-boats equipped with 
snorkels could recharge their batteries without surfacing and 
exposing themselves to Allied radar and aircraft. The snorkel 
dramatically improved the range and survivability of the U-boats 
but it was a difficult apparatus to use properly. This example is 
mounted on the U-889, a Type IX boat that surrendered to the RCN 
in May 1945 -- note the salt erosion on the front of the conning 
tower. (Courtesy, Directorate of History and Heritage, DND, DHH 
HS-1377-13n) 



relatively calm seas, but its utility was so manifest that in April 1944 Dönitz ordered all operational boats to be fitted with the device. At the same time, 

he withdrew his Type VII boats from the Atlantic to redeploy them for operations in the English Channel. 

The invasion of Normandy on 6 June 1944 occurred before Dönitz had time to properly position his 

forces. Despite the dire predictions of Allied naval planners that as many as 120 U-boats would attack the 

invasion beaches, only 36 German submarines managed to penetrate the English Channel or its approaches 

during the summer of 1944 and the odds against them were tremendous as Admiral Bertram 

Ramsay, the Allied Naval Commander-in-Chief, had at his disposal 286 ASW vessels and hundreds of 

aircraft. The anti-submarine forces deployed for NEPTUNE were the best available and included the British 

groups from the MOEF, which throughout the summer of 1944 was entirely a Canadian affair. There were 

also four RCN support groups with the largest and best-equipped ASW vessels in the Canadian navy, 

commanded by the most experienced officers. Escort Groups 6 and 9 had six frigates each, Escort Group 11 

(under the redoubtable “Chummy” Prentice) consisted of five destroyers and Escort Group 12 had 

four destroyers.  

The four Canadian groups arrived in Britain in May and, after some intensive last-minute training, 

participated in three months of very successful operations in the English Channel and its approaches as the 

Kriegsmarine tried desperately to cut off supplies to the beachheads. Allied naval forces came under attack 

by coast artillery, destroyers, E-Boats, smaller attack craft, human torpedoes, miniature submarines and 

aircraft but beat off these opponents, which suffered heavy losses. The most potent German weapons were the 

U-boats and Dönitz ordered his commanders to attack “without consideration for anything else 

whatsoever …… even at risk of losing your own U-boat.”1  Despite the fact that the shallow waters of the 

Channel with its wrecks, reefs and currents were difficult for ASW operations, the submarines failed 

completely. Of the 36 boats which operated against the beachhead area from June until August 1944, 22 were 

sunk, against an Allied loss of 12 ships of all types. Five of these victories were scored by RCN warships. 

Prentice’s Escort Group 11 got three and Commander A.F.C. Layard’s Escort Group 9 had one while a fifth 

surprise success was scored by the fleet destroyer HMCS Haida. - Assisted by a British sister ship and 

Coastal Command aircraft, Haida sank U-971 on 24 June. The last patrol of this Type VII boat commanded by 

Oberleutnant zur See Walter Zeplien was typical of U-boat operations in the summer of 1944 – U-971 was attacked on five separate occasions by Allied 

aircraft and so badly damaged that Zeplien was on his way back to base when he encountered Haida. Operation NEPTUNE was an unqualified victory 

and at the end of August 1944, when the advance of the Allied land armies forced Dönitz to withdraw his U-boats from their bases in western France, 

the Allied navies had safely transported to the European mainland 2,052,000 soldiers, 438,461 -armoured and other vehicles, and 3,098,259 tons of 

supplies. 

On the North Atlantic that summer, it seemed as though the war was already won. Escorted by the Canadian navy, convoy -after convoy arrived on 

time and without loss, and the high point was Convoy HXS 300, the largest single convoy of the war, which departed New York on 17 July and anchored 

safely at Liverpool on 3 August 1944. It comprised 167 merchant ships carrying 1,019,829 tons of cargo, including 307,874 tons of oil and 53,490 tons 

Snorkel Problems 
The snorkel improved the 

survivability and effectiveness of the U-
boat but it was a difficult device to use 
properly and sometimes caused severe 
pressure changes in the interiors of 
submarines. It also restricted vision from 
the periscope as illustrated in this 
cartoon drawn by Oberleutnant zur See 
Herbert Rogge of U-190. (Courtesy, 
Werner Hirschmann) 



of tanks and military vehicles. Formed in 19 columns, it covered 30 square miles of ocean but was only escorted by one Canadian frigate and six 

corvettes. 

“Goot Vasser Bomb!” The inshore campaign, September–December 1944  

Unfortunately for those who predicted that the war would be over by Christmas, the Allied land offensive began to slow in the autumn of 1944. In the 

west, supply shortages brought about by the failure to clear the -approaches to Antwerp, the largest port in Europe, forced the American, British and 

Canadian armies to halt on the Rhine, while in the east the Soviet armies, facing similar difficulties, had stopped on the eastern borders of the Third 

Reich. Despite heavy air bombardment, German industrial production actually rose in the last months of 1944 to a wartime high, and it included the 

Type XXI submarines which Dönitz hoped would -allow him to resume operations in the mid-Atlantic. 

In the meantime, he decided to undertake a new campaign in North American and British coastal waters. Despite recent losses, increased German 

industrial efficiency allowed Dönitz to keep up his strength and these craft were equipped with the snorkel, which partly offset Allied maritime airpower. 

Most of the U-boats that had operated from French bases and were not destroyed in the Channel during the summer managed to escape to either Norway 

or Germany and were now available for fresh operations. Dönitz’s intention was to buy time by tying up his opponents’ naval and air forces until enough 

of the new submarines came into service, and from then to the end of the war, the U-boats operated singly, staying submerged as much as possible and 

HMCS St. Laurent, River Class Destroyer, 1945  
During the war, the RCN acquired nine destroyers of the River Class to add to the six in commission in 1939. This class saw much service: two were sunk by collision, one by enemy action and 
one ran aground. The armament was modified in 1943 to make them more effective ASW escorts. Their guns were reduced to two or three 4.7 inch guns and their torpedo armament cut back 
to four 21-inch tubes but their AA weapons were upgraded to six 20 mm AA guns. In addition to depth charges, they were also equipped with the Hedgehog (shown here in the former B Gun 
position). She is also equipped with Type 271 radar (in the dome aft of the bridge) and HF/DF (on her smaller mainmast). (Drawing by L.B. Jenson, courtesy Directorate of History and Heritage, 
DND) 



attacking only when the advantage was clearly on their side. Since Dönitz no longer used group tactics, which required frequent radio traffic, Allied 

signal intelligence became less useful. It could still provide the information that a U-boat was going to be deployed in a certain area, but as submarine 

commanders no longer made daily position reports, it became difficult to pinpoint their exact location, which was -often revealed only after the subma-

rine had made a successful attack. An additional problem was that the U-boats now operated in shallow coastal waters which presented difficult ASDIC 

conditions. 

The danger of the new German tactics was demonstrated in September 1944 when U-482, a Type VII boat which had sailed from Norway, com-

menced a two-week operation in the Irish Sea. Using its snorkel, U-482 surfaced only once during a very successful patrol in which it sank two tankers, 

two freighters and a British corvette before returning to its base. For the RCN, even more troubling were the operations of three submarines in Canadian 

coastal area during that month. One boat was sunk by aircraft from the escort carrier USS Bogue, but the other two managed to penetrate the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence and sink a small unescorted freighter before returning to their Norwegian base. 

HMCS Leaside, Castle Class Corvette 
The Castle Class was the last incarnation of the wartime corvette and was larger, more comfortable and better armed than their Flower Class predecessors. In 
1944, the RCN acquired 12 Castle Class corvettes from the RN and they served in the last year of the war. Displacing 1,060 tons, Castle Class corvettes were 251 
feet in length, had a top speed of 16 knots, were manned by a complement of 122 and armed with one 4-inch gun, six 20 mm AA guns and Squid, as well as 
depth charges. She is shown in this drawing equpped with HF/DF one her foremast and Type 272 radar atop the lattice structure aft of her bridge. HMCS Leaside 
was constructed as HMS Walmer Castle in 1944 and transferred to the RCN that year. She was paid off in 1945. (Drawing by L.B. Jenson, courtesy Directorate of 
History and Heritage, DND) 



These operations heralded the opening of Dönitz’s new offensive and a scramble immediately began to form more support groups to hunt down and 

kill single intruders. For Admiral Murray, commanding the Northwest Atlantic, a theatre directly affected, the vessels to form these groups were avail-

able – by September 1944 the RCN had 63 frigates in service and the last seven were to be commissioned before the end of the year – but he was forced 

to respond to requests from the Admiralty for Canadian warships to serve in British waters. By October 1944, five of the seven support groups in the 

Canadian navy were under the command of Admiral Sir Max Horton, the Commander-in-Chief, Western Approaches, and only two, Groups 16 and 27, 

were available for the defence of Canadian waters, fleshed out by the ships of the Western Escort Force.* The four groups in British waters (Escort 

Groups 6, 9, 11 and 12) were worked very hard during this period – the veteran “Chummy” Prentice became exhausted and asked to be relieved of 

command, and he was not the only sailor worn out by the pace of the inshore campaign. 

C-5 Group of the MOEF scored the first Canadian success in this new chapter when the frigate Dunver and the corvette Hespeler sank the Type VII 

U-484 in the Irish Sea on 9 September. About five weeks later, on 16 October, Escort Group 6 was carrying out a patrol off the Shetland Islands, as part 

of Horton’s policy of establishing a defensive line between Norway and the northern British Isles, when the frigate HMCS Annan under Lieutenant 

Commander C.P. Balfrey, RCNR, got a contact and attacked it, so badly damaging Oberleutnant zur See Horst Voigt’s U-1006 that it was forced to 

surface during the night that followed. Voigt might have escaped as Escort Group 6 had given up the hunt but U‑1006 was discovered by the new Type 

272 radar on the Canadian frigate HMCS Loch Achanalt. She turned back to investigate and her captain -deployed his CAT gear, the foil for GNAT, 

which proved to be a wise move as Voigt immediately fired an acoustic torpedo that missed. As the frigate closed, U-1006 opened fire with its deck 

Hedgehog 
Hedgehog, the "ahead throwing" ASW weapon as mounted 
on the corvette, HMCS Moose Jaw, in 1944. Hedgehog fired 
24 projectiles, each filled with 35 lbs. of Torpex explosive, 
ahead of an attacking vessel. Hedgehog possessed 
tremendous advantages over standard depth charges as it 
allowed the attacking vessel to maintain contact with the 
target during the attack and only those bombs that actually 
hit a submarine exploded, which caused less ASDIC 
interference. Once fired, new projectiles were quickly 
reloaded on the stalks which contain the propellant charge. 
(Courtesy, National Archives of Canada, PA 112918) 



armament and hit Annan’s communication masts, rendering them inoperable, and wounding several crew members. The frigate replied with gun fire 

and a depth charge barrage that sank the submarine, although most of the German crew, including Voigt, were rescued. 

It was more than two months before the next victory in British waters. It came on 27 December when a Castle Class corvette of C-3 Group, HMCS 

St. Thomas, commanded by Lieutenant Commander L.P. Denny, RCNR, which was equipped with Squid, fired one round from that accurate weapon 

and so badly damaged Kapitänleutnant Eberhard Findeisen’s Type IX U-877 that it flooded and dived out of control to a depth of nearly 1000 feet. 

Findeisen blew his ballast tanks in desperation, U-877 surfaced violently and the crew abandoned their boat. As the German survivors were being 

brought on board Denny’s ship, one praised his Canadian captors by pointing upward and shouting “Vasser Bomb, goot Vasser Bomb!!!”2  

The RCN had less luck in its own backyard. Informed by the captains of the two 

boats that had penetrated the Canadian coastal area during September that the defences 

appeared to be uncoordinated, Dönitz dispatched no less than eight submarines to the 

Northwest Atlantic in October and November 1944. The thermal conditions in the Gulf 

of St. Lawrence, comprising different layers of water of varying temperature and salin-

ity, made ASDIC searches in this area very difficult while the snorkel baffled detection 

by aircraft of the RCAF. 

The result was that the U-boats gained a number of individual successes. On 14 

October, U-1223, a Type IX boat commanded by Ober-leutnant zur See Friedrich Alt-

meier carried out a very aggressive night surface attack in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 

against Convoy ONS 33, 52 merchantmen escorted by six Canadian warships. Not sur-

prisingly, the Canadians responded just as aggressively and mounted a chase which 

ended when Altmeier blew the stern off the frigate HMCS Magog with a GNAT and 

then escaped without harm. Nearly a month later, after being harassed for several days 

by a USN hunter-killer group, Altmeier made another -attack on a convoy and sank the 

Canadian freighter Fort Thompson before returning safely to his base. This achievement 

was paralleled by another Type IX craft, U-1228 commanded by Oberleutnant zur See 

Friedrich-Wilhelm Marienfeld, which on 24 November ventured into the Cabot Strait 

and sank the corvette Shawinigan with the loss of her entire crew of 85 men. 

Worse things lay ahead. On 21 December Kapitänleutnant Klaus Hornbostel, under 

orders to patrol the approaches of Halifax with his Type IX boat, U-806, torpedoed the 

steamer Samtucky just at the mouth of the harbour. Her captain beached his vessel and 

it was at first thought that she had hit a mine but examination turned up torpedo rem-

nants, confirming the presence of a submarine. As a troopship was scheduled to leave 

Halifax a few days later, naval and air patrols were stepped up, but on Christmas Eve 

1944 Hornbostel struck again to sink the Bangor Class minesweeper HMCS Clayoquot three miles off the Sambro Light. A massive task force of 14 

ASW ships and 7 smaller vessels assembled to find Clayoquot’s killer but U-806 lay on the bottom for 24 hours before sneaking away without harm. 

Hedgehog 
HMCS Ottawa II fires her Hedgehog in the English Channel on a hot day in 
July 1944. While the bridge personnel check their watches for the time of 
explosion, 24 Hedgehog projectiles, each containing 35 lbs of Torpex 
explosive, hit the water ahead of the ship covering a target area of some 1600 
square yards. (Courtesy, National Archives of Canada, PA 190084) 


